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Abstract—Due to the harsh environment and energy limitation,
maintaining efficient communication is crucial to the lifetime of
Underwater Sensor Networks (UWSN). Named Data Networking
(NDN), one of future network architectures, begins to be applied to UWSN. Although Underwater Named Data Networking
(UNDN) performs well in data transmission, it still faces some
security threats, such as the Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
caused by Interest Flooding Attacks (IFAs). In this paper, we
present a new type of DoS attacks, named as Synergetic Denial-ofService (SDoS). Attackers synergize with each other, taking turns
to reply to malicious interests as late as possible. SDoS attacks
will damage the Pending Interest Table, Content Store, and
Forwarding Information Base in routers with high concealment.
Simulation results demonstrate that the SDoS attacks quadruple
the increased network traffic compared with normal IFAs and
the existing IFA detection algorithm in UNDN is completely
invalid to SDoS attacks. In addition, we analyze the infection
problem in UNDN and propose a defense method Trident based
on carefully designed adaptive threshold, burst traffic detection,
and attacker identification. Experiment results illustrate that
Trident can effectively detect and resist both SDoS attacks and
normal IFAs. Meanwhile, Trident can robustly undertake burst
traffic and congestion.
Index Terms—Underwater Sensor Networks, Named Data
Networking, Interest Flooding Attack, Denial-of-Service

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past three decades, underwater wireless sensor network (UWSN) has been applied to marine data collection
and monitoring [1]–[3]. Unlike terrestrial networks, UWSN
faces with some unique challenges, including slow propagation
speeds, harsh communication environments, limited energy,
node mobility, etc. [4]. These challenges make UWSN more
fragile to some security threats, e.g., jamming attack [5], [6],
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack [7], and sybil attack [8].
As a future network architecture, named data networking
(NDN) [9], a paradigm of information-centric networking
(ICN) [10]–[12], has been widely investigated in recent years.
NDN retrieves and forwards each packet based on its content
information rather than host identifiers. There are just two
types of packet in NDN, interest packet (i.e., a request) and
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data packet (i.e., a response to the request). Each router in
NDN contains three essential data structures: Pending Interest
Table (PIT), Content Store (CS), and Forwarding Information
Base (FIB). PIT records information of interests that have been
forwarded but not yet replied. All duplicate interests merge
into a single PIT entry, which is deleted only when it is expired
or the corresponding data packet is received. CS is used to
cache the forwarded data packets. FIB is a routing table for
the incoming interest packets according to their name prefixes.
Recently, NDN has been applied to UWSN as Underwater
Named Data Networking (UNDN) [13]–[16]. Since NDN
supports in-network content caching and location-independent
data access, it has unique advantages in dealing with bandwidth usage, multipath forwarding, and node mobility. Therefore, UNDN can achieve more stable delay performance
and higher satisfaction ratio than IP-based UWSN. However,
although UNDN with suitable MAC protocol performs well in
data transmission, it still faces with some security threats of
Interest Flooding Attacks (IFAs). IFA floods a large number of
malicious interest packets that cannot be satisfied to exhaust
the memory resource for PIT in routers [17], [18]. It will
disturb legitimate interest packets sent by normal users and
even cause complete denial of services in UNDN [19]. Several
countermeasures exploit a typical feature of IFA, high timeout
ratio caused by plenty of expired PIT entries, to detect threats
in NDN [17], [20]–[23]. However, these methods are based on
the assumptions of known, wired connections and sufficient
energy supplies, which are not applicable to UNDN. Martin
and Rajasekaran [19] proposed a defense method based on
timeout ratio and channel measurement for UNDN. To refer
conveniently, we denote it as TRD (Timeout Ratio based
Defense) in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, TRD is
the only currently existing IFA detection method for UNDN.
But TRD suffers from infection problem and its evaluation
results are only valid with a strong assumption on large node
transmission range.
This paper proposes a more severe Synergetic Denial-ofService (SDoS) attack, in which attackers automatically form
attacking networks and answer malicious interests in turns
with maximum latency before expiration. In such way, not
only the data packets replied by attackers will pollute the CS,
but also excessive high latency interests will occupy the PIT
and consume memory resources. As a result, a DoS attack

TABLE I. S UMMARY OF D IFFERENT ATTACKS IN NDN S /UNDN S
Compromised Roles
Malicious Packet
Damaged Structure
Attack Mode
Attack Effects

FCPA
Router or Producer
Fake data for valid interest with low latency
CS of routers
Node independence
Cache hit rate decreases &
network latency increases

CPA
Consumer
Valid unpopular interest

IFA
Consumer
Fake interest

CS of routers
Node independence
Cache hit rate decreases &
network latency increases

PIT of routers
Node independence
PIT surges, eventually to
network congestion

occurs. In addition, different attackers sending data packets
with the same prefix are likely to interfere with FIB. TRD
cannot be used to detect SDoS attacks because the malicious
interests are no longer expired. Meanwhile, we discover a new
infection problem that an underwater ordinary node (UON) is
misidentified as an attacker by the next hop UON because
it forwards malicious interests before the defense method
detects the attack. In order to solve this infection problem
and mitigate SDoS attacks, we propose Trident, a defense
method with adaptive threshold, burst traffic detection, and
attacker identification.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, SDoS is the first DoS attack
which can damage PIT, CS, and FIB all at the same time.
We also discover the unique infection problem in UNDN.
• We design and implement Trident, a defense method
to mitigate SDoS attacks, which can choose adaptive
thresholds, identify attackers, and detect burst traffics.
• We assess the effect of SDoS attacks and Trident by
experiments running on Aqua-Sim Next Generation [24].
Simulation results show that the only currently existing
IFA detection method for UNDN is completely invalid
to SDoS attacks. Trident can not only effectively resist
SDoS attacks and IFAs, but also robustly undertake burst
traffics and congestions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Sections III and IV introduce
the attack model and defense method, respectively. Simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper with a discussion on future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Security Issues: The principle of IFA [17] in NDN is
sending a lot of interests, asking for nonexistent content
names, to make PIT overloaded. Different from IP-based
Distributed DoS (DDoS), IFA targets to attack routers rather
than servers [18]. Malicious interests with entirely forged
names in IFA cannot match any FIB entry in routers and
will normally be broadcasted by FIB [9], [18]. They occupy
PIT until expiration, consuming the memory resources of
routers. Therefore, legitimate interests have to be dropped by
aggrieved routers. UNDN also faces with the DoS threat based
on IFA [19], which not only disturbs communication, but also
consumes node energy to reduce the lifetime of whole system.
Unlike IFA damaging network infrastructure, Cache Pollution Attack (CPA) [25], [26] aims to destroy cache balance by
sending a large number of elaborate interest packets to the

SDoS (this work)
Consumer and (Router or Producer)
Fake interest and real data for it with
high latency
PIT, CS and FIB of routers
Multi-node cooperation
Cache hit rate decreases & PIT
surges, eventually to net congestion

network, thereby tricking NDN routers to cache unpopular
contents. Content Poisoning Attack is similar to CPA, but
legitimate interests are responded by corrupted or fake data
[27]–[29]. To damage cache, malicious data packets sent by
compromised routers or bad producers must arrive at the
downstream router before the real data packets do. In order
to distinguish from CPA, we use FCPA to denote Content
Poisoning Attack which exploits fake data.
In Collusive Interest Flooding Attack (CIFA), malicious
content producer responds shortly before the corresponding
PIT entries expire. The idea of CIFA is similar to our SDoS,
but it is only briefly introduced in [30] without detailed study
and analysis. In this paper, we study a specific scenario of DoS
attack, SDoS, in UNDN and estimate its damages to both PIT
and CS. Moreover, SDoS attackers take turns responding to
malicious interests, which may interfere with FIB.
Characteristics of security issues and differences among
these attacks are summarized in Table I.
Countermeasures of CPA: It is quite difficult to detect
CPA precisely because legitimate users may suddenly become
interested with certain unpopular contents under some special
circumstances. The false alarm rate of many proposed CPA
detection methods is relatively high [25], [26], [31]–[35]. To
reduce the harm caused by false alarm, most methods mitigate
attacks in the same way—forward but do not cache unpopular
contents probably requested by attackers. Therefore, these
methods can only mitigate the damage to CS. But for SDoS,
excessive malicious interests still may overflow PIT, which
will lead to disrupted communication.
Countermeasures of IFA: Several solutions of detecting
and mitigating IFA are based on Interest Satisfaction Ratio
(ISR), which is defined as the ratio of satisfied interests to total
interests. Three defense methods with different complexity
are proposed in [17]. All these methods set token buckets
for each router interface and the best one will set the token
bucket size through the ISR of each interface. Routers pass
interface restrictions downstream in turn to limit malicious
traffic. An approach named Disabling PIT Exhaustion (DPE) is
proposed in [20]. The prefix whose ISR exceeds the threshold
is considered as malicious and recorded in malicious list.
DPE diverts all the malicious interests out of PIT. Although
DPE can mitigate memory exhaust of PIT, malicious traffic is
not filtered. ISR-based methods are invalid to SDoS detection
because few malicious interests are expired.
Except for ISR, PIT usage or PIT size is also a good
indicator of IFA and SDoS attacks. Interest traceback [18]
is triggered when PIT size increases at an alarming rate or

in underwater environment. Most algorithms are too complex
to be deployed on underwater nodes. In order to effectively
resist DoS attacks and protect network communications, our
defense method aims to the following security goals: (1) detect
SDoS attack & IFA accurately even under burst traffic; (2)
solve the infection problem by distinguishing infected UONs
and real attackers; (3) can be deployed individually on any
UON without interdependence; and (4) have low algorithm
complexity to reduce energy consumption.

Fig. 1. Example of SDoS Attack.

exceeds a threshold. However, it does not mention clearly
how to identify malicious interest and it does not consider
the impact of burst traffic on PIT size.
In order to detect IFA more accurately, both ISR-oriented
and PIT-oriented indicators are used in [21]–[23]. Poseidon
[21] not only limits the incoming packet rate on the interface,
but also sends out an alert message to its neighbor on the
malicious interface. CoMon [22], [23] is a more cooperative
approach among routers. It selects a small group of routers
to monitor the entire traffic. However, either Poseidon or
CoMon requires the transmission of control information between routers, which brings additional security risks because
attackers may capture routers and forge malicious control
information. These methods still cannot be used to detect
SDoS attacks because ISR is a necessary condition for them.
Some security architectures based on cryptography are proposed to resist DDoS attacks in NDN. In InterestFence [36],
content servers make a hash-based security label (HSL) for
every content to claim their existence. However, malicious list
and HSL verification methods stored in routers may become
a new target of IFA. Capability-based security enforcement
architecture (CSEA) [37] is a distributed lightweight one-time
signature method. Routers and content producers verify the
authenticity of interest by token. However, CSEA has very
limited effect on SDoS detection because it relies on reliable
content producers, but SDoS attackers can imitate content
producers to interact with other attackers.
Countermeasures in UNDN: All solutions mentioned
above are not applicable to UNDN due to their assumptions
of known, wired connections and sufficient energy supplies.
Currently, TRD [19] is the only defense method for UNDN.
It adapts to underwater propagation delays and acoustic broadcast median by maintaining a DoS detection table. Like
Poseidon, TRD sends alert messages to neighbor nodes after
detecting attacks. Since TRD is based on timeout ratio (i.e.,
1−ISR), it also cannot be used to detect SDoS attacks.
Moreover, TRD ignores the infection problem, which affects
the detection accuracy and increases the mis-killing rate.
In summary, all the presented solutions have their limitations to be applied to UNDN. ISR-based methods cannot detect SDoS while PIT-based methods cannot identify malicious
interests accurately. Moreover, many methods rely on secure
communication between routers, which cannot be guaranteed

III. ATTACK M ODEL
A. SDoS Overview
In this work, we discovery a more severe DoS attack in
UNDN which can degrade in-network caching capabilities
and block communication while avoiding the existing countermeasure. We call it Synergetic Denial-of-Service (SDoS),
the combination and distillation of CPA, FCPA and IFA. The
most distinguishing feature of SDoS from those three attacks
is that attackers take turns responding to malicious interests
and delay the reply at an appropriate time, as shown in Fig. 1.
So that excessive malicious interests will occupy PIT for a
long time and will be satisfied shortly before they expire.
The key issues of SDoS are how to cooperate among
attackers (consumers and producers) to achieve the maximum
attack effect at a minimum cost and how to determine the
maximum valid delay (MVD) between each pair of attackers.
More details will be introduced later, an overview of how
SDoS works can be summarized as follows.
• Step (1). Attackers first eavesdrop on the interest or data
packets propagated in the network and save the prefixes
used by the current network for subsequent attacks.
• Step (2). Attacking networks are organized according to
different target prefixes. An attacker constructs malicious
interests based on the target prefix and sends them to
other attackers in the same attacking subnetwork.
• Step (3). Every attacker estimates the MVDs between
itself and other attackers in the same subnetwork.
• Step (4). Attackers send excessive malicious interests to
the target network and reply data packets according to the
MVD estimated in Step (3). If the network changes, the
attacker goes back to Step (2) to reorganize the attacking
network and continue to attack until the target network
is completely paralyzed.
B. Attacking Stages
In SDoS, attackers will perform three stages, as shown in
Fig. 2. The first stage is Networking Stage, in which attackers
discover each other and form attacking subnetworks. The last
stage is Active Attack Stage, in which attackers perform attacks
by sending and responding to malicious interests. The middle
stage is Buffer Stage, coordinating the progress of different
attackers. More details about these stages are now presented.
1) Networking Stage: Routing strategy that broadcasts unmatched prefix interests in NDN is not applicable to UNDN
because it may overload the network. Here, we assume that
UONs use static routes where each node has fixed forwarding
prefixes and the un-matched interests will be dropped [14].

TABLE II. P REFIX DATA TABLE F OR SD O S
Prefix
Stage
StageTimer
Iterator
DelayEstimateTable

The prefix that constitutes the attacking subnetwork
The current phase of the attacker
The timer to control the conversion of the stage
The pointer to whom the next interest will be sent
Info. of teammates in current attacking subnetwork

TABLE III. E NTRIES OF D ELAY E STIMATE TABLE
Aid
Dlow
Dmid
Dup
Times
MSN

Fig. 2. Stage transformation in SDoS.

NetChangeTimer

Request for a nonexistent unique content to avoid being
replied by UONs or be satisfied by Cache.
• Appoint a teammate responsible for responding to avoid
duplicate responses.
• Indicate the delay in responding to make malicious interests occupy PIT.
SDoS concatenates the target prefix and a forged suffix
to compose a name field for malicious interest, as shown
in Fig. 3. We hide the command information of attack coordination in the suffix of name field. Certainly, it can also
be hidden in the selector field of interest. Rules of spoofed
name are illustrated through an example in Fig. 3. Given a
spoofed name /SEA/North/Aid1To2Delay30X231, /SEA/North
is the target prefix used in current attacking subnetwork. In
SDoS, each attacker has a unique ID. The attacker chooses
the responsible teammate to respond the interest by rotation
and specifies its ID in the name field of interest. Aid1to2
represents that this malicious interest was sent by attacker 1
and should be answered by attacker 2. The iterator field in
Table II is a pointer for selecting the responder from the
DelayEstimateTable as shown in Table III. Although malicious
interests are widely spread in the target network, only one
attacker responds to each malicious interest. Such method will
not only save the energy consumption of attackers, but also
interfere with the forwarding rules of UONs, because each
responder is different for the same prefix.
X231 in Fig. 3 means that the serial number of malicious
interest is 231. The serial number increases from 1 to ensure
that each malicious request is unique and cannot be satisfied
by the cache of UONs. Because of multipath forwarding in
UWSN, a UON may receive the same interest multiple times.
Repeated interests need only be answered at the first time
they are received. Attacker needs to reply a data packet when
it receives a malicious interest from a teammate with a serial
number greater than its MSN.
Delay30 in Fig. 3 means that attacker 2 who receives
the interest needs to wait 30 seconds before sending data
packet. Delayed reply is a key point of SDoS because it
makes malicious interests occupy forwarders’ resources as
much as possible to block the network without timeout. How to
determine the MVD of each pair of attackers is a key problem.
•

Fig. 3. A malicious interest with spoofed name.

Note that there is no specific routing strategy for UNDN at
present. Static routes are simple and reasonable, even it is not
conducive to launching SDoS attacks.
The packets sent by attackers need to be forwarded by
UONs to produce impact. Using static routes, not all UONs
can communicate with each other because a prefix which
represents a specific network area may not necessarily be
forwarded by all UONs. Therefore, communication packets
between two attackers may not necessarily be forwarded
by the UONs. For example, the network shown in Fig. 1
supports two prefixes (i.e., /Red and /Grey), which represent
two different network areas. UON1 has responsibility for
forwarding interests under /Red, while UON2 is responsible
for forwarding interests under /Grey. It can be seen that A1
and A3 cannot communicate with each other by using /Red
or /Grey. Thus, it is not feasible to preset a single attacking
network that contains all attackers.
In SDoS, attackers organize attacking subnetworks according to the target prefixes previously eavesdropped. As shown
in Fig. 1, A1 and A2 form an attacking subnetwork against
target prefix /Red, while A2 and A3 form another attacking
subnetwork against target prefix /Grey. Since one attacker (e.g.
A2) can eavesdrop on multiple target prefixes, it may locate
in multiple attacking subnetworks. In such cases, the attacker
may be at different attacking stages in different subnetworks
at the same time.
During Networking Stage, an attacker only sends interest
packets containing networking information (i.e., networking
interests) at the beginning and the end time points to save
energy, and simultaneously collects networking interests sent
by other attackers. The attacker will set up a Prefix Data Table
(PDT), as shown in Table II, for each attacking subnetwork it
belongs to. If too many prefixes are detected, the attacker will
select several shorter prefixes [36].
2) Active Attack Stage: Attackers in the same attacking
subnetwork act as consumer and producer to send malicious
packets. Consumer controls the initiative of communication.
Malicious interests in SDoS have the following characteristics.

The ID of teammate attacker
The lower bound of delay estimation range
The middle value of delay estimation range
The upper bound of delay estimation range
The times of completed delay estimation
The maximum serial number of interests
received from the teammate
The timer for sensing network changes

Algorithm 1 Binary Delay Estimation
Input: N , Dlow , Dup where N ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ Dlow ≤ Dup
Output: Dlow as MVD
1: times ⇐ 0
2: while times + + < N do
3:
Dmid ⇐ (Dlow + Dup )/2
4:
Delay ⇐ Dmid
5:
interest ⇐ F orgeinterest(Delay)
6:
HasResponse ⇐ Send(interest)
7:
if HasResponse then
8:
Dlow ⇐ Dmid
9:
else
10:
Dup ⇐ Dmid
11: return Dlow

We propose a binary delay estimation algorithm as shown in
Algorithm 1. Similar to the binary search algorithm, we first
set the estimation range of MVD: Dlow to Dup . Then we
judge whether the estimated value Dmid is larger than MVD
based on whether the data packet can be received, and reset
the estimated range accordingly. After N estimations, we get
n
n
n
MVD in (Dlow
, Dup
). We use Dlow
as MVD. The maximum
error of estimation is (Dup − Dlow )/2n .
At the beginning of Active Attack Stage, the attacker first
estimates the delay of all teammates in current attacking
subnetwork at a lower data rate, and then sends excessive
number of attack interests at a higher data rate. Attackers
must be able to perceive the network changes in order to
reorganize the attacking network. Otherwise, the malicious
interests sent by attackers cannot be effectively answered.
To accommodate for this, we use NetChangeTimer for each
teammate, which is reset every time when an interest from the
teammate is received. Any NetChangeTimer timeout indicates
some changes in the attacking subnetwork. Then attackers
need to stop attacking and enter into Networking Stage again.
3) Buffer Stage: Buffer Stage is a buffer between Networking Stage and Active Attack Stage. Attackers organize the attacking subnetwork at network initialization or when network
changes. Because of the random communication delay and
different locations, it is impossible for all attackers to enter into
the Networking Stage at the same time. Therefore, malicious
interests sent by attackers who take the lead in completing
Networking Stage will be ignored by those attackers who have
not completed the Networking Stage.
Attackers in Buffer Stage do not actively send malicious
interests, but they receive and reply malicious interests. In this
way, attackers who take the lead in completing Networking
Stage will not send malicious interests until they complete
their Buffer Stages.
The Buffer Stage and Networking Stage last for the same
time duration, set to Tprep . We estimate that the maximum
time interval between attackers entering the Networking Stage
is Tmax . In order to enable two attackers with the largest interval to connect with each other, we need to set Tprep > Tmax .
It doesn’t matter whether the estimation of Tmax is accurate or

not. A large estimation of Tmax has no effect on Networking
Stage, but it will increase the preparation time to launch an
attack. If the estimation of Tmax is small, the attackers will
form two attack subnetworks according to different speed of
reflection, which also has little effect on the attack. Fig. 2
illustrates the stage transformation in SDoS. Attacker A first
enters into Networking Stage, while attacker B enters into
Networking Stage later. Through buffering in the Buffer Stage,
attackers can launch attacks smoothly even they enter into
Networking Stage at different time.
C. Attack Analysis
1) Attack Conditions: The precondition of SDoS is the
same as that of IFA, which can participate in the communication of the target network. SDoS may attack almost
all kinds of NDN networks, but it can be launched more
easily in UNDN because of the following characteristics: (a)
Open wireless environment: Attackers can easily enter into the
network area, eavesdrop and participate in communication. (b)
Multiple roles of one node: UONs are usually responsible for
data collection and forwarding. Similarly, an attacker can act
as a consumer and a producer simultaneously. (c) Long timer
of PIT entries: Due to the harsh communication environment
of UWSN, e.g., long propagation distance, slow transmission
speed, high latency, and high bit error rate, the lifetime of
PIT entry is relatively long, which provides attackers the
opportunity to delay reply. (d) Multipath forwarding: UWSN
often uses multipath transmissions to ensure communication
quality, which facilitates the propagation of malicious interests
[38]. (e) Few countermeasures: The defense methods proposed
to counter DoS attacks in terrestrial NDN are not applicable to
UNDN due to their assumptions of known, wired connection
and sufficient energy supply.
2) Attack Damages: Like IFA, SDoS floods excessive
malicious interests with forged names. But these malicious
interests will be replied, similar to FCPA, by compromised
producers or routers. Data packets sent by attackers will be
stored in CS of routers and squeeze popular contents out,
just as CPA does. We set the delay time of replying interests
to Tdelay , and the maximum lifetime of interest in PIT to
Tlive . The Round-Trip Time (RTT) between producer and
the nearest router is set to TRT T . SDoS is equivalent to
CPA when Tdelay = 0, and it is equivalent to IFA when
Tdelay + TRT T > Tlive .
In addition, SDoS has a unique ability to interfere with FIB
if static routing is not used, because data packets replied by
attackers with the same prefix actually come from different
locations. Energy consumption of nodes is mainly from receiving/sending packets [15]. Packets sent by one attacker are sent
and received by at least one UON. In fact, due to broadcasting,
UONs send and receive more packets than attackers, which
leads to more energy consumed during attacks.
IV. P ROPOSED C OUNTERMEASURE : T RIDENT
A. Overview
Our countermeasure, Trident, contains three modules: Detecting Attack Threats, Identifying Attackers, and DoS Restric-

θ on HP S is not obvious. So we append it with 0.5HP St −θ ,
which increases the magnification effect of θ when HP S is
small and approaches 0 when HP S is large.
Note that detecting attack threat is just a preliminary process
of SDoS detection. Even if the PIT size exceeds the threshold,
UON cannot assert that an attack occurs. It may be caused
by burst traffic or network congestion. Therefore, further
investigation is needed to tell whether UON is really attacked.

TABLE IV. S UMMARY OF U SED N OTATIONS
Notation
T′
T ′′
A
θ
HP S / P S
L(i)
P (i)
e(i)
n(i)
Qp
Ql
Tl
Tp
size(Q)

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Description
threshold of PIT size
threshold for distinguishing infected UONs
magnification factor
empirical magnification factor
historical/current value of the PIT size
mean lifetime of interests sent by node i
Packet Index of node i
number of expired interests sent by node i
number of interests sent by node i
set of the nodes send lots of packets
set of the nodes send long lifetime interests
threshold of classification for Ql
threshold of classification for Qp
number of nodes in Q

C. Identifying Attackers
This module aims to identify attackers in neighbor nodes.
Some terminologies are defined first.

tion. Trident runs periodically on each UON. An overview of
Trident is as follows.
• Obtaining the behavior statistics of neighbor UONs, including the number of interests, the number of expired
interests, mean lifetime of interest and so on.
• Using an adaptive threshold based on Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) to detect the threat
of SDoS attack.
• Once attack threat is detected, a classification algorithm
based on mean value is used to find suspicious neighbors.
• Putting the suspects in a prison queue, and distinguishing
infected UONs from real attackers according to their
persistent behavior. Infected UONs will be released from
the prison queue to restore innocence.
Before elaborating on Trident, we list frequently used notations in Table IV. We also assume each node contains a unique
ID, characterized by its physical and location information.
B. Detecting Attack Threats
Instead of directly detecting attackers by analyzing neighbor
nodes, our countermeasure will firstly detect attack threats,
through a typical feature of SDoS attack — PIT size of the
victim UON, to enhance the efficiency and accuracy. An entry
in PIT represents an unfinished interest. In the case of stable
network transmission, PIT size normally does not fluctuate too
much. But it will increase obviously when SDoS attack or IFA
occurs. Therefore, Trident can determine whether the UON is
under attack threat through the threshold of PIT size, T ′ .
The threshold of each UON may vary with location and
forwarding capability. An adaptive threshold T ′ based on
EWMA, the historical value of PIT size, is calculated by
T ′ = A × HP St ,
where
HP St =
and

{

α × HP St−1 + (1 − α) × P St
P St

(1)
t≥2
,
t=1

(2)

A = θ + 0.5HP St −θ ,
(3)
where t represents the current detection cycle, α ∈ (0, 1] is a
smoothing constant, P St is the current PIT size, and θ is an
empirical amplification factor. When the PIT size is small (less
than 5 for some isolated UONs), the magnification effect of

Definition 1 (Mean Interest Lifetime). The Mean Interest
Lifetime of a node is the average time of interest, sent by the
node, staying in PIT during a detection period. It is defined
∑n(i)
as
j=1 time(j)
L(i) =
,
n(i)
where time(j) is the lifetime of j-th interest sent by node i,
staying in PIT, and n(i) is the number of interests sent by
node i during a detection period.
Definition 2 (Packet Index). Packet Index is the number of
the packets sent by node i during a detection period. It is
defined as
P (i) = d(i) + n(i) + e(i),
where d(i), n(i), e(i) are the number of data packets, interests,
expired interests sent by node i during a detection period,
respectively. The extra added e(i) will highlight the expired
interests which may more likely to be malicious.
Trident records all neighbor nodes as Q0 . It divides all
neighbor nodes into two categories according to their Packet
Indexes. One category (i.e., Qp ) contains the nodes sending
a large number of packets, the other one contains the nodes
sending a small number of packets. Trident calculates the
threshold Tp by
∑
P (i), i ∈ Q0
Tp =
,
(4)
size(Q0 )
where P (i) is the Packet Index of node i in Q0 , and size(Q0 )
represents the number of nodes in Q0 . Through Equ. (4), Qp =
{node ∈ Q0 | P (node) > Tp }.
Trident also classifies nodes into two other categories according to Mean Interest Lifetime. Similarly, we can get a set
of nodes (i.e., Ql ), sending interests that occupy PIT for a
long time. The threshold Tl is given by
∑
L(i), i ∈ Q0
Tl =
,
(5)
size(Q0 )
where L(i) is the Mean Interest Lifetime of node i in Q0 .
Through Equ. (5), Ql = {node ∈ Q0 | L(node) > Tl }.
Once attack threat is detected, Trident classifies Qp and
Ql from all neighbor nodes. However, the attack threat may
be caused by burst traffic or network congestion. Under burst
traffic, some nodes suddenly send a lot of interests but these
interests will be satisfied quickly, generating Qp and Ql as
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Under network congestion, the interests
may stay in PIT for a long time, or even expire, generating Qp

(a) Burst Traffic.

(b) Congestion.

(c) DOS Attack.

Fig. 4. Classification of different cases.

and Ql as shown in Fig. 4(b). But under DoS attacks, Qp and
Ql will overlap as shown in Fig. 4(c). Therefore, suspicious
nodes (i.e., Qs ) sending excessive high latency interests, can
be identified by Qs = Qp ∩ Ql .
Although the nodes in Qs generate malicious behavior by
sending lots of high latency interests, they may also be UONs
that forward malicious packets. Further attacker confirmation
and restriction will be introduced in the next subsection.
D. DoS Restriction
This module aims to punish real attacking nodes. We first
introduce the infection problem and then propose a simple but
effective solution.
We define the infection problem as follows. A UON is
misidentified as an attacker by its next hop UONs because
it forwards malicious interests before detecting the attack
threat. This is unavoidable because UONs need some time to
verify attacks. Thus, these UONs seem to be infected by real
attackers. Furthermore, the infected UONs will continue to
infect the next hop UONs. If the infection problem cannot be
handled, the normal network communication will be blocked
since many UONs are banned as attackers. This infection
problem is unique in UNDN, because the attack source cannot
be tracked by the incoming interface and edge router as in
wired networks. UONs need to determine whether the adjacent
nodes are attackers by themselves.
To solve the infection problem, Trident puts all suspicious
nodes in a prison queue. Packets sent by suspects in the prison
queue will no longer be received, but the packet delivery
behavior will still be recorded. A suspect can exit the prison
queue after a certain time if there is no more attack behavior
recorded. We define Packet Reduce Ratio (PRR) between two
consecutive detection periods of node i as:
P (i)
P RR(i) = 1 − −1 ,
(6)
p (i)
−1
where p (i) is the Packet Index of node i in the previous
detection period. We assume that the Packets Index of a node
is proportional to its PIT size because of the flow balance
between interest and data packets in NDN. Therefore, the
approximation of Packet Index can be calculated by
P (i) ≃ k × HP Si , k > 0.
(7)
Infected UONs will have a higher Packet Index at the
beginning of attacks because of forwarding malicious packets.
Their PIT size will exceed the threshold T ′ , i.e., p−1 (i) >
k × A × HP Si . After detecting and resisting attacks through

Algorithm 2 Trident
Input: θ > 1.0
1: HP St ⇐ α × HP St−1 + (1 − α) × P St
2: A ⇐ θ + 0.5HP St −θ and T ′ ⇐ A × HP St
3: if (P IT.size ≥ T ′ )or(SuspiciousN odes > 0) then
4:
Tp ⇐ GetTp () and Tl ⇐ GetTl ()
5:
for i = 1 to DetectionT ableEntries do
6:
if InP rison(N ode[i]) then
7:
if P P R(i) < T ′′ [i] then
8:
Prison(N ode[i]) and Reduce(T ′′ [i])
9:
else
10:
Acquit(N ode[i]) and SuspiciousN odes − −
11:
continue
12:
if (P (i) ≥ Tp ) and L(i) ≥ Tl ) and (P IT.size ≥
threshold) then
13:
Prison(N ode[i]) and T ′′ [i] ⇐ 1 − A1
14:
SuspiciousN odes + +

their own defense methods, their Packet Index will return to
normal level. Bring Equ. (7) into Equ. (6), we can get:
k × HP Si
1
P RR(i) > 1 −
=1−
,
k × Ai × HP Si
Ai
where Ai is the magnification factor of node i. Although we do
not know the exact value of Ai , we can use A to approximate it
because the magnification factors of adjacent nodes are similar.
The threshold T ′′ can be calculated by T ′′ = 1 − 1/A.
If the PRR of a suspect is less than the threshold T ′′ , it
will be confirmed as a real attacker and will stay in prison
queue for a long time. Otherwise, the suspect is regarded as
an infected UON and free from the prison queue.
E. Algorithmic Complexity
The overall algorithm of Trident is shown in Algorithm 2.
1) Space Complexity: During each detection cycle, Trident
records the number of packets sent by each neighbor node, the
number of satisfied and expired interests, and the total lifetime
of these interests. When there are n neighbor nodes, the space
complexity is O(n).
2) Time Complexity: Time complexity of T ′ in Equ. (1)
and that of T ′′ are both O(1). Time complexity of Tp and
Tl are O(n). In Algorithm 2, Qs can be classified through a
loop from line 5 to 14. Thus, time complexity of Qs is O(n).
Therefore, the overall time complexity of Trident is O(n).
V. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we present quantified evaluations on the
effectiveness of SDoS attack and Trident. Simulations are
implemented on Aqua-Sim Next Generation [24], an eventdriven UWSN simulator based on NS-3 [39]. Each experiment
lasts one hour, including 14 ordinary nodes and 1 sink node
in a 12, 000m by 10, 000m area. The network topology is
shown in Fig. 5. The interests sent by sink follow the Zipf-like
distribution. There are three content prefixes in our experiment
as shown in Table V. We use BroadcastMac protocol with
reduced backoff [19]. Detailed parameter settings of SDoS
and Trident are shown in Table VI. In order to fully verify the
effectiveness of our work, we design three sets of experiments.

(a) Network Traffic.

(b) Total PIT Entries.

(c) Average Timeout Ratio.

(d) Average Cache Hit Ratio.

Fig. 5. Network topology.
TABLE V. P REFIX I NFORMATION
interest Prefix
/SEA/WEST/
/SEA/NORTH/
/SEA/EAST/

Consumer
1
1
1

Forwarder
2, 4, 7
2, 3, 5, 8
3, 6, 9

Producer
10, 11
12, 13
14, 15

A. Attack Impact
The purpose of this set of experiments is to compare the
attack impacts between SDoS and IFA. We do not simulate
CPA and FCPA for comparisons because they are relatively
less harmful, and their defense methods are almost invalid to
SDoS and IFA, as previously mentioned in Section II. We
deploy 3 arranged attackers in the area of target network, as
shown in Fig. 5. The data rate of attacker’s modem is set to
1, 440 bps, which is twice that of UONs. Attackers launch
SDoS attacks and IFAs at the point of 600s, respectively. The
main performance metrics are network traffic and the total
number of PIT entries. Other indicators include the average
timeout ratio and cache hit ratio of node 2 and node 3, since the
attackers disguise to be their roles. The experimental results
are shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6(a), the average network traffic of the system
is 386 bps without attack, increased to 521 bps with IFA,
and increased to 2, 194 bps with SDoS. This is because the
malicious interests (320 bits) in SDoS will accompanied by a
data packet (1, 024 bits). With the same number of malicious
interests, extra network traffic generated by SDoS could be
4.2 ((1, 024 + 320)/320) times that of IFA. In Fig. 6(b), the
total PIT entries are very high and similar for both two attacks.
However, the interest timeout ratio of SDoS is less than 0.1,
which is close to normal level, while the timeout ratio for IFA
reaches to 0.8, as shown in Fig. 6(c). This means SDoS is
difficult to be detected by defense methods based on interest
timeout ratio. Fig. 6(d) shows that the cache hit ratio will
continuously decline under SDoS, polluting cache seriously.
Note that almost all indicators fluctuate during the period
of 600s to 1, 300s under SDoS attack. Because attackers are
preparing for formal attacks by organizing the attack network
and estimating the MVD.
B. Defense Effect
The purpose of this set of experiments is to compare the
effectiveness of different defense methods. Since the only
existing defense method for UNDN in [19] is based on timeout

Fig. 6. Comparisons of attack impacts.

ratio, we call it TRD. Experiments are carried out based on the
first set of experiments. The empirical amplification coefficient
θ of Trident is set to 1.5.
Firstly, we test two defense methods to resist IFAs. The
network traffic and total PIT entries fluctuate dramatically with
TRD, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively. We can
see from Fig. 7(c), whether TRD is used or not, the interest
timeout ratios are similar. This is because TRD does not solve
the infection problem so that constantly kill infected UONs
with high false alarms (see Fig. 7(d)). Therefore, the TRD
cannot counter IFA effectively. In contrast, the network traffic
and total PIT entries with Trident almost remain at the same
level as no attack occurs except for a short initialization period.
Moreover, Trident solves the infection problem and make FAR
(False Alarm Ratio) very low. Therefore, Trident can resist IFA
quickly and effectively.
Then, we use two defense methods to resist SDoS attacks,
as shown in Fig. 8. All indicators of UNDN with TRD are
the same as no defense used, which indicates SDoS attacks
completely avoid the TRD. On the contrary, after a short
time fluctuation, most indicator of UNDN with Trident almost
remains at the same level as no attack occurs. Therefore,
Trident is able to effectively detect and resist SDoS attacks. It
is worth noting that the FAR of Trident increases slightly at the
time point around 1, 400s, as shown in Fig. 8(d). At that time,
SDoS just finishes delay estimation and starts an all-out attack.
The UONs forward some malicious packets before Trident
activation and is misidentified as attackers by downstream
nodes. However, Trident solved this infection problem by PRR
and FAR returns to normal immediately after the next round
of detection. Therefore, with the protection of Trident, neither
SDoS nor IFA can cause serious damages.
C. Robustness of Trident
Now, we test the robustness of Trident. As mentioned
previously, the burst traffic and network congestion also can

TABLE VI. PARAMETER S ETTINGS .
TranX
Range
3, 500m

Rate of Normal Modem
720 bps

interest
Packet Size
320 bits

(a) Network Traffic.

data
Packet Size
1, 024 bits

interest
Lifetime
60s

(b) Total PIT Entries.

α
e−1/20

Stage
Timer
150s

NetChange Estimate
Timer
Times
180s
3

(a) Network Traffic.

Dlow

Dmid

Dup

10s

40s

70s

(b) Total PIT Entries.

Fig. 9. Robustness of Trident under burst traffic and network congestion.

(c) Average Timeout Ratio.

(d) False Alarm Ratio.

Fig. 7. Two defense methods against IFA.

(a) Network Traffic.

(b) False Alarm Ratio.

Fig. 10. Effect of Trident with different θ.

(a) Network Traffic.

(b) Total PIT Entries.

congestion. This is because the Qp and Ql have no intersection
under such situations, as we mentioned in Section IV-C.
In addition, we test the effect of Trident with different θ,
as shown in Fig. 10. The network traffic returns normal after
about 1, 500s, while the FAR keeps normal. This shows that θ
is not the determinant factor of Trident. Trident with small θ
is more sensitive, while Trident with large θ has lower FAR.
We just need to set it within a reasonable range.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

(c) Average Malicious Data Ratio.

(d) False Alarm Ratio.

Fig. 8. Two defense methods against SDoS.

cause PIT size increasing rapidly and trigger Trident. We
design a simulation to test whether the Trident is robust enough
under such situations.
We set burst traffic that the sink sends twice as many
interests during the period of 1, 000s and 1, 500s, and set
congestion that half of the interests will be timed out during
the period of 2, 000s and 2, 500s. In Fig. 9, the traffic and the
total PIT entries have surged in these two periods, respectively.
With Trident, all the indicators are the same as normal, which
prove that Trident is robust to both burst traffic and network

In this paper, we introduce a more severe SDoS attack in
UNDN, in which attackers synergize with each other and
take turns to reply to malicious interests with maximum
time delay. To the best of our knowledge, SDoS is the first
DoS attack which can damage PIT, CS, and FIB all at the
same time. We also discover the unique infection problem
in UNDN. In addition, we design and implement Trident, a
defense method to mitigate SDoS attacks, which can choose
adaptive thresholds, identify attackers, and detect burst traffics.
Simulation results show that the existing IFA detection method
for UNDN is completely invalid to SDoS attacks. Trident can
not only effectively resist both SDoS attacks and IFAs, but also
be robust under burst traffic and network congestion. In future,
we plan to further study secure and efficient forwarding rules
for UNDN. We will extend the SDoS attack to other NDN
networks and test its damage to FIB with various routing rules.
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